This paper presents the wave-drag characteristics of an over-the-wing nacelle con guration. The ow over the wing is accelerated such that the aerodynamic interference between the nacelle and the wing is critical in the transonic ight regime. In general, locating nacelles over the wing causes an unfavorable aerodynamic interference and induces a strong shock wave, which results in a lower drag-divergence Mach number. If the nacelle is located at the optimum position relative to the wing, however, the shock wave can be minimized, and drag divergence occurs at a Mach number higher than that for the clean-wing con guration. Theoretical analyses and experimental measurements demonstrate that a wave-drag reduction can be achieved by locating the nacelle front face near the shock-wave position on the wing. 
Introduction
T HE small jet is becoming very popular among business people. Market surveys show that demand for comfort, in particular a large cabin, is critical to the success of business-jet development.Mounting the engines on the wing instead of the fuselage is one way to maximize the cabin size by removing the engine support structure from the fuselage. If the engines are installed under the wing, however, problems such as ground clearancecannot be 003 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved. Copies of this paper may be made for personal or internal use, on condition that the copier pay the $10.00 per-copy fee to the Copyright Clearance Center, Inc., 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923; include the code 0021-8669/03 $10.00 in correspondence with the CCC.
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avoided for a small business-jetcon guration. On the other hand, if the nacelles are installed over the wing, the drag caused by aerodynamic interference increases, especially at high speeds. If the aerodynamic interference can be minimized and the drag-divergence characteristicsimproved for such a con guration, both a large cabin and high cruise ef ciency are possible.
Much research has been conducted to improve drag-rise characteristics by minimizing interference and optimizing the integration of the engine nacelle and the aircraft. Several investigations of the aerodynamic interference between the nacelles and the wing upper surface have been conducted. 1¡3 In Ref.
1 it was shown that the drag increment caused by the addition of a nacelle and pylon could be reduced to the level of only the additional skin-friction drag; thus, the premature drag break that was a consequence of the adverse nacelle-pylon interference was eliminated by proper design. The results also showed that the drag increment for a certain conguration with nacelles and pylons was lower than a con guration without nacelles and pylons. It was concluded that this result was probably caused by some minor re nement of the outboard wing, and no further detailed investigation was conducted. In Ref. 2 it was shown that the presence of nacelles over the wing produced a bene cial interference with respect to drag and, in some cases, the drag of the wing body with nacelles was lower than the baseline wing body. In this investigation, however, the nacelles were not metric, and, therefore, it was dif cult to separate the effects conclusively.
Another example of a con guration study to improve drag-rise characteristicsis the shockbody of Ref. 4 . This investigationshowed that the addition of special bodies on the upper surface of a wing improved the drag-rise characteristics.
All of these investigations indicate that there is a possibility that the drag-rise characteristics can be improved by taking advantage of a favorable interference between two components and that the drag-divergenceMach number can be increased.
The present paper describes an over-the-wing nacelle con guration that improves the drag-rise characteristics and increases the drag-divergence Mach number through favorable aerodynamic interference between the natural-laminar-ow wing and the nacelle. The nacelle is used as an additionalbody to give a favorableinterference effect. Systematic analyses and experiments were conducted to determine the optimum location of the nacelle relative to the wing and the fuselage. The results show that the optimum over-the-wing nacelle con guration can result in drag-rise characteristics that are better than those of the clean con guration without nacelles and pylons.
There have been few examples of the over-the-wing engine conguration to date, 5;6 and these airplanes were designed for subsonic ight. The present investigation is focused on mid-to high-speed ight.
Theoretical Results

Method
A three-dimensional Euler solver 7;8 was used to evaluate the interference between the wing and the nacelle. The code solves the three-dimensional Euler equations combined with the state equation. Symmetrical schemes are used in the spatial discretization, and the dissipative terms are added to increase numerical stability. The discretized equations are solved by a modi ed, four-stage, Runge-Kutta, time-marching scheme with residual smoothing. The code uses a multigrid-calculationprocedurewith an equally spaced, Cartesian mesh structure, including local re nement. 9 Because it uses local computational grids and these grids need not be aligned with the surface, the modeling of the geometry is greatly simpli ed, which allows the geometry to be changed quickly and ef ciently. The wave drag is obtained from the integration of the entropy production on a plane just downstream of the shocks.
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Design Studies
Design studies were conducted for the wing-body-nacelle conguration of a small business jet to evaluate the aerodynamic interference between the nacelle and the wing. The basic con guration is shown in Fig. 1 . The wing has a quarter-chord sweep of 17 deg and a taper ratio of 0.348. The airfoil has a thickness of approximately 10% chord and exhibits a favorable pressure gradient up to 45% chord on the upper surface at a Mach number of 0.73. The use of a natural-laminar-ow airfoil reduces the drag-divergenceMach number relative to that for a turbulent-ow airfoil, but the pro le drag is greatly reduced. The same airfoil is used from root to tip. The wing has 5.5 deg of washout to ensure adequate aileron effectiveness at high angles of attack. A minimal root fairing prevents a strong shock from forming at the root before the shock forms on the remainder of the wing. Thus, the drag-divergence Mach number is not determined by the wing-root region.
The surface paneling used in the analyses is shown in Fig. 2 . The analyses concentratedon the aerodynamic interference between the nacelle and the wing, and, therefore,the horizontaltail was not modeled. A total of 802,547 grid points were used for the over-the-wing nacelle con guration. A ow-through nacelle was used to compare the computational results to the wind-tunnel data. Powered-nacelle conditions were also analyzed by simulating the inlet velocity for a representative con guration to evaluate the effect of the inlet condition on the wave drag. The three major geometric variables in this study, illustrated in Fig. 3 , are 1) the chordwise distance X from the leading edge of the wing to the front face of the nacelle, 2) the vertical distance Z from the wing upper surface to the nacelle lower surface, and 3) the spanwise distance Y from the fuselage surface to the nacelle inboard surface. All of the computationswere performed for an airplane lift coef cient of 0.4, which corresponds to a typical cruise condition of the airplane under study. The lift coef cient for various con gurations was maintained by adjusting the angle of attack. 
Effect of Nacelle Location on Wave Drag
The effects of the chordwise and vertical nacelle locations on the wave drag at a Mach number of 0.78 are shown in Fig. 4 at a spanwiselocationY =w of 0.72. This analysiswas performedwithout pylons. The wave drag is minimized when the nacelle front face is located at about X=c D 0:8. The wave-drag reduction is greatest when the nondimensionalvertical distance Z = h between the nacelle and the wing is less than one. The effects of the chordwise and spanwise locations of the nacelle on the wave drag are shown in Fig. 5 at a vertical location Z= h of 0.5. Again the wave drag is minimized when the nacelle front face is located at about X=c D 0:8. The effect of chordwise location on the wave drag at differentMach numbers is shown in Fig. 6 . The drag reduction as a result of the optimal chordwise location of the nacelle increases with increasing Mach number. The effect of chordwise nacelle location on the wing pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 7 . At a span station´of 0.18, a shock wave occurs at about 70% chord on the clean wing. If the front face of the nacelle is located near the shock position for the clean wing (i.e., X=c D 0:75, 0.8), the shock becomes weaker. This results in a higher drag-divergence Mach number than that of the clean-wing con guration (Fig. 8) . If the nacelle front face is located at the midchord of the wing, a strong shock forms toward the trailing edge of the wing, which results in higher wave drag and a lower drag-divergence Mach number, as shown in Fig. 8 . These results demonstrate that the strength and the location of the shock as well as the wave drag can be favorably in uenced by the placement of the nacelle relative to the wing.
The effect of the vertical distance from the wing to the nacelle on the wing pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 9 . If the na- celle is placed very close to the wing upper surface (Z= h D 0:1), a strong shock forms between the wing and the nacelle near the trailing edge of the wing. This causes high wave drag and boundarylayer separation. On the other hand, if the nacelle is placed far above the wing upper surface (Z= h D 1:5) the wing pressure distribution is not signi cantly in uenced by the ow eld around the nacelle, and the wave-drag reduction caused by the nacelle disappears. 
Effect of Power
To evaluate the effect of a powered nacelle on the wave drag, the inlet condition was simulated by assuming that the inlet Mach number is maintained at 0.45 at the cruise condition. The exit condition was simulated by assuming the exit Mach number is equal to 1.0. The effect of power on the wing pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 10 . The engine inlet boundary condition gives a slightly greater blockage effect and a slightly greater effect of the nacelle on the wing pressure distribution. The effect of power on the wave drag, however, is small, as shown in Fig. 11 .
Effect of Pylon
A pylon was then added to the over-the-wing nacelle con guration, as shown in Fig. 12 . The NACA 65-008 airfoil was selected for the shape of the pylon. The effect of the pylon on the wing pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 13 . The shock strength on the wing is weaker with the pylon. The effect of the pylon on the wave drag is shown in Fig. 14 . The wave drag with the pylon becomes lower than that without the pylon because the pylon reduces the velocity upstream. This result shows that adding the pylon producesa favorable aerodynamic effect at the optimal over-the-wing nacelle location.
Experimental Results
Test Apparatus
Transonic wind-tunnel tests were conducted in the Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel (BTWT) using a 1 8 -scale model (Fig. 15) . The three view of the model, the wing geometry, and the ori ce locations are shown in Fig. 16 . The pressures were measured using a Hyscan Electronic Pressure Scanning System. Flight simulation chamber testing was conducted to determine the nacelle internal drag at the BTWT operating conditions. This chamber is instrumented to provide the data necessary to calculate the ow through the nacelle and the velocity coef cient. The model was mounted on a swept strut, and an internal balance was used to measure the forces and moments. The calculated nacelle internal drag was used to correct the data obtained from the internal balance. A strut-cavity correction has been applied to the data. The drag measurements have been corrected for buoyancy effects. All of the test runs were made with transition disks placed at 10% chord on the wing, near the leading edge of the nacelle and the pylon and near the fuselage nose to x transition. The Mach number was varied from 0.70 to 0.84 in increments of 0.01. All measurements were made at a lift coef cient of 0.4. The eight con gurations are shown in Fig. 17 and described in Table 1 . It should be noted that the nacelle front face for con gurations 4 and 5 is located at X=c D 0:75 for the wind tunnel test due to a constraint from the full-scale aircraft structural design. As shown in the theoretical results, however, this location is very close to the optimum location and the effects of the nacelle on the pressure distribution of the wing for X=c D 0:75 and 0.8 are similar.
Pressure Distributions
The wing pressure distributionsfor con gurations 1-4 are shown in Fig. 18 . Comparisons of the theoretical and experimental pressure distributions for the over-the-wing nacelle/aft con guration 4 are shown in Fig. 19 . The agreement is generally good. Theoretical pressure distribution with boundary layer effect is also shown in this gure. An integral boundary layer calculation along surface streamlines is performed. The inviscid surface boundary condition is modi ed based upon the rate of growth of the boundary layer displacement thickness and is manifested via surface transpiration velocity. 7 The transition location is xed at 10% chord of the wing. The theoreticalpressure distributionwith boundary layer effect is in better agreement with the experimental pressure distribution.Comparisons for the other con gurations are similar.
Drag-Rise Characteristics
The drag-rise characteristics of con gurations 1-4 are shown in Fig. 20 . The subsonicdrag coef cient (M D 0:7) has been subtracted from the drag coef cient for each con guration. For the nacelle front face located at the midchord of the wing (con guration 3), the drag-divergenceMach number is relatively low, whereas for the nacelle located near the shock position (con guration 4) the dragdivergence Mach number is higher than that for the clean-wing con guration 1.
The comparison of the theoretical and experimental drag-rise characteristics is shown in Fig. 21 . The theory without boundary layer predicts slightly higher wave drag than that of the experiments. The drag-rise characteristic is, however, similar to that of the experiment. The wave drag obtained from theory with boundary layer effect agrees well with that of the experiment up to the dragdivergence Mach number, above which the experimental drag coef cients increase more rapidly. This result is obtained because the theoretical method does not account for the additional drag caused by the separation that occurs at higher Mach numbers. The drag coef cients of all eight con gurations are shown in Fig. 22 . Con gurations 4 and 5 achieve the highest drag-divergence Mach numbers, but con guration 5 exhibits lower drag at lower Mach numbers (M D 0:7). This result shows that the contoured pylon, which is designed to be aligned with the local ow, decreases the interference drag at low to mid-speeds.
The results also show that the drag coef cient of the conventional, rear-fuselage-mountednacelle con guration 6 is higher than that of con guration 5. To provide a valid comparison between the overthe-wing nacelle con guration and the fuselage-mounted nacelle con guration, the total wetted areas of con gurations 5 and 6 are the same. The pylon thickness and the distance between the pylon and the fuselage are designed to delay the formation of a shock in the pylon-fuselage region until after the shock has formed on the remainder of the wing. In addition, the pylon for con guration 6 is aligned with the local ow to minimize interference, as was done for con guration 5.
Discussion Favorable Interference of Over-the-Wing Nacelle Con guration
Both the theoreticaland experimentalresults show that there is an optimum chordwise location of the nacelle relative to the wing for which favorable aerodynamic interference and a wave-drag reduction occur. These results are explained as follows. The ow forward of the nacelle is decelerated by the nacelle. The decelerated ow is superimposedon the accelerated ow just ahead of the shock on the wing. The two superimposed ows result in a weaker shock and a higher drag-divergenceMach number (Fig. 20) . Favorable aerodynamic interference occurs if the vertical distance between the wing and the nacelle is within the range 0:3 < Z = h < 0:5 and the nacelle face is located near the shock position on the wing. If the nacelle is located too close to the wing upper surface (Z= h < 0:1), a strong shock forms between the nacelle and the wing, which results in higher drag. If the nacelle is located too high above the wing upper surface (Z = h > 1:5), the favorable effect from the superimposed ow elds does not occur.
Pitching Moment
The pitching-moment coef cient of the over-the-wing nacelle con guration 5 is compared to those of con guration 1 in Fig. 23 . The pitching-moment coef cient of the over-the-wing nacelle congurationis less negativethan those of the clean-wingcon guration, and, therefore,less downloadon the horizontaltail is requiredto trim the airplane. Reduced download on the horizontaltail leads to lower trim drag.
Cruise Ef ciency
The advantage of the over-the-wing nacelle con guration in cruise can be evaluated using the gure of merit M ¢ .L=D/, which is the range parameter of jet airplanes. The range parameters of con gurations 3, 5, and 6, which were calculated from wind-tunnel test results, are shown in Fig. 24 . The range parameter of the overthe-wing nacelle con guration with contoured pylon (con guration 5) is approximately 5% greater than that of the conventional, rearmounted nacelle con guration 6 because of the lower interference drag at lower Mach numbers (M < 0:7) and the improved dragdivergence characteristics.
Conclusions
Theoretical and experimental results show that an over-the-wing nacelle con guration can reduce wave drag and increase dragdivergence Mach number. The nacelle front face should be located near the shock position on the clean wing, and the vertical distance between the wing and the nacelle should be about 1 3 to 1 2 the maximum height of the nacelle. For this nacelle location adding a pylon improves the drag-divergencecharacteristics,and a contoured pylon, aligned with the local ow, improves the aerodynamic interference at lower Mach numbers (M D < 0:7). This over-the-wing nacelle con guration reduces the cruise drag at transonic speeds without altering the original geometry of the natural-laminar-ow wing. In addition, the carry-throughstructure required to mount the engines on the rear fuselage is eliminated, which allows the cabin volume to be maximized.
